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With this catalog of eco-friendly baby products and toys, Miniland 
invites you to take care of your little ones and our environment in a 
responsible and safe way.

We do it with the commitment of accompanying parents and children 
from birth to 6 years old, in a journey for a more sustainable future.

Because we have the vision of building a better world for our communities 
of families and educators, a world in which future generations will be 
able to reach and convert to reality their most aspiring dreams.
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At Miniland we believe the world is a better place when we experience how 
our little ones grow as a collective journey. We are here to awaken, teach and 
connect the vast talent and potential of parents, kids and educators, striving 
together toward a shared world.

To take care of our world, we have started a path of responsibility in different 
corporative projects to improve our impact on people, on our society, and 
on our planet which includes the development of new baby products and 
toys, as the present eco-friendly collection.

Our eco-friendly products are durable and made by bio-based materials 
such as natural fibers, organic cotton or even wood. Through our eco-
friendly collection you will be able to transmit to the little ones the respect 
for the environment from their first stages with our baby products to their 
early childhood with our toys.

Because the future is green and we want to help to build a better one. Will 
you join us?

Taking care of little ones 
and taking care of our 
planet

The future is green
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An eco-friendly 
collection for a better 
world
Miniland’s line of baby products is designed for parents who are looking 
for functional products, but with the least environmental impact possible. 
This new generation of parents enjoys the benefits of a more natural 
upbringing, encouraging a conscious and environmental behavior.

Our new line of eco-friendly feeding, includes products made with organic 
and natural materials such as bamboo, rice fibers and 100% organic 
cotton. It also includes inspired by nature insulated bottles and containers, 
made of steel, which can be reused in hundreds of special occasions with 
the babies and are ideal for the natural preservation of baby’s food.
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89264   

naturmeal chip
Ecofriendly bamboo tableware

UPC 8413082892647

Fun for the little ones!
Full tableware set with happy patterns to make the meal a time of fun. The smallest children 
will love having their own plate, bowl, and mug to eat, just like the grown-ups.
The most complete tableware set
The set of five pieces is made up of a flat plate for solid food; a bowl, ideal for baby food; 
a spoon and fork just the right size for a baby’s first meals, and a learning mug with 
comfortable handles, straw, and anti-drip sealing system.
To learn to eat alone
Thanks to its small size, naturmeal fork and spoon help the little ones to learn eating 
independently. Moreover, the learning cup is the perfect choice for the first baby sips 
because its light side handles make it very comfortable and easy to grip by the hands of 
the little ones.
Natural materials
Manufactured with bamboo fibers, a very hard-wearing and light natural material, in order 
to teach little ones the importance of looking after the environment and respecting the 
world in which they are going to live.
Dishwasher safe
All the pieces included in this set can be washed in the dishwasher with ease.

Content 5 piece

CPQ 6 units

8¼"ø

6⅛"ø

5

5⅛"
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89316 chip   89317 bunny

natur picneat
Set of eco-friendly bibs and cutlery for picnic meals

89316  UPC 8413082893163   /   89317   UPC 8413082893170

Anytime enjoyment
Perfect for enjoying a meal anywhere, this eco-friendly set includes a spoon and fork of 
natural wood and an organic cotton bib to wrap them in, all made of organic materials. 
Let’s look after the little ones – let’s look after the planet!
Design inspired by nature
Both the bib and the cutlery set, made from natural materials, are decorated with animals, 
to learn to eat and respect their world in a fun way.
100% organic cotton
The bibs is made of 100% organic cotton, very soft on your baby’s skin. Practical and 
functional, it includes an inner pocket, while the press-seal lets you carry the folded kit 
anywhere, to occupy the least space possible.
Sustainable and environmentally friendly cutlery
Of 100% organic, biodegradable material, they are suitable for dishwashers and are 
decorated with animals so that meal times are fun times.
Smooth edges and an ergonomic handle
They help the little one grip both the spoon and the fork, which makes the kit perfect for 
small hands, helping them learn to eat independently.

Content 3 piece

CPQ 6 units

89316 chip

89317 bunny

10"

5 185 18
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89262 chip   89263 bunny

insulated bottle
Range of 15 oz insulated bottles in rubbery finish with natural motifs

89262  UPC 8413082892623   /   89263  UPC 8413082892630

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 12 hours
The Miniland insulated bottles are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel 
wall with an exclusive copper layer and their vacuum chamber.
Natural motifs design
The nature insulated bottle range has attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models 
to satisfy the tastes of all parents, and a soft to the touch rubbery exterior. In addition, its 
silicone base helps to adhere the insulated bottle to the surfaces and prevent its fall.
The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the desired 
temperature for many hours.
Reusable and durable
Made of stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging its life-
span and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way, parents can teach 
the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world they will live in.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and very good 
resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material for food storage.
Easy filling and cleaning
Thanks to its wide mouth nature insulated bottle are very easy to fi ll, empty and clean.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 6 units

89262 chip 89263 bunny

8⅞"
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89345 chip   89346 bunny

natur bottle
17 oz bottles with a soft spongy finish

89345  UPC 8413082893453   /   89346  UPC 8413082893460

Always a match with your baby!
Our Chip and Bunny 17 oz insulated bottles are the perfect complement to our nature 
insulated containers, so both moms and dads and the little ones can show up in matching 
style.
It maintains the temperature of liquids more than 24 hours
Miniland bottles are really tough and efficient thanks to their double 18/8 steel (304 steel) 
wall and their vacuum chamber, so they keep liquids hot or cold throughout the day.
Natural motifs design
The nature insulated bottle range has attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models 
to satisfy the tastes of all parents, and a soft to the touch rubbery exterior. In addition, its 
silicone base helps to adhere the bottle to the surfaces and prevent its fall.
Reusable and durable
Made of stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging its  life-
span and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way, parents can teach 
the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world they will live in.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and very good 
resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material for food storage.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 6 units

89345 chip 89346 bunny

10¼"
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89347 chip   89348 bunny

insulated container
Range of 20 oz thermal containers for solids with a spongy finish displaying 
nature motifs

89347   UPC 8413082893477   /   89348  UPC 8413082893484

For all types of solid foods
With a 20 oz capacity, it is ideal for using from early baby foods to all types of solid foods.
Reusable and environmentally friendly
Miniland food containers are manufactured in stainless steel which guarantees greater 
length of life while fomenting respect and care for the environment among the little ones.
It maintains the temperature of foods up to 12 hours
They guarantee to maintain the temperature and keep foods for many hours thanks to their 
high-quality materials like the double 18/8 stainless steel (304 steel) wall of low thermal 
conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures; the exclusive aluminum layer 
and vacuum chamber.
To take anywhere
Whether at the park or beach, in the countryside or traveling, Miniland insulated containers 
are perfect for enjoying every moment without a worry in the world.
Design inspired by nature
With a soft spongy finish, pleasant to the touch, it is printed in fun designs inspired by 
nature, so the little ones learn how to eat in a fun way while respecting the world in which 
they live.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 6 units
89347 chip 89348 bunny

6⅛"
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insulated bottles and containers

Room temperature:  71 ºF
Flask content: water
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89262 / 89263
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insulated container
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•

•
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6⅛"
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10¼"
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8⅞"

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Capacity

Double steel layer

Insulating copper layer

Insulating aluminium layer

Size (height)

natur bottleinsulated bottle

natur bottle insulated bottleinsulated container
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89338 chip   89339 bunny

baby haircare
Set of chip and bunny soft brush, comb and massage brush

89338  UPC 8413082893385   /   89339  UPC 8413082893392

They care for your baby and the planet
This set of brushes and comb are made of 100% natural wood and other components to 
delicately care for your baby without tugging. They are anti-static, do not break the hair and 
furthermore respect the environment.
Soft brush for newborn babies
This brush of natural, extra-soft bristles is especially designed for newborn babies, since 
not only does it comb but also caresses their scalp, creating a pleasant sensation.
Bristle brush to stimulate hair growth
For larger babies, this wooden bristle brush encourages hair growth, stimulating circulation 
through the brushing while it massages.
Comfy, functional carry bag
Made from 100% organic cotton, this eco-friendly bag is so convenient to always have at 
hand, organized and protected, as well as practical for days when you travel.

Content 4 piece

CPQ 6 units

89339 bunny

89338 chip 9⅛"

5 8

7⅜"

7⅜"
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Toys for a more 
sustainable world
We are placing our grain of sand in developing eco-friendly toys that are 
more respectful of our environment.

Little ones will learn the importance of taking care of the planet we live in 
while having fun while playing!

Miniland’s eco-friendly toys contain natural materials such as vegetable-
originated fibers reducing their environmental footprint and not 
jeopardizing the toy’s quality and overall properties.

The toys continue to be highly resilient and durable which allow them to 
be used for a longer periods of time and therefore also contributing to a 
more sustainable and responsible use.

25
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97314   +0 months

Sensory Balls
Set of 6 natural rubber sensory balls

UPC 8413082973148

Figuring out how the world works!
This toy helps early development of a child’s skills by developing eye-hand coordination 
and sensory stimulation.
Sensory stimulation
Their different colors and textures enhance sensory stimulation - both tactile and visual - 
and contribute to the development of children’s motor skills. 
Natural rubber
As they are made of natural rubber, a very soft material, they are very easy to grip and 
suitable for handling and biting by infants.

Content 6 balls

CPQ 6 units

2/¾”
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32150   2-6 years

ECO Beams Building Set
A construction set consisting of 32 beams

UPC 8413082321505

Children’s first construction set to start their building skills with
A construction set consisting of 32 contrasting-colored beams, which will allow children 
playing by following real engineering concepts.
It enhances their potential
It is designed to develop skills and abilities as spatial orientation and creative problem 
solving as well as fine psychomotor skills, concentration, perseverance, cooperation and 
teamwork by playing!
It progresses with them
Following the activities of its complete guide, children will gradually learn to serialize, stack 
up and finally make assemblies in 3 dimensions. 
Environmentally friendly toy
It is made with ecological materials.
Easy to keep clean
Dishwasher safe.

Content 32 connectable beams, 1 No-woven bag and 1 teaching guide.

CPQ 6 units | Size 5½”
5 6

3
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32151   2-5 years

ECO Chains
Set of colored links to make a chain

UPC 8413082321512

Unlash their creativity by free playing!
A toy to enhance their imagination, by joining links and developing manual skills.
Enhances logic thinking
They will learn the meaning of sequencing by playing to link the pieces of the chain 
together.
From two years old 
Its design makes it easy to link them together and they can be handled by even the smallest 
hands. 
Easy to keep clean
Dishwasher safe. 
Eco-friendly materials 
They are made of eco-friendly materials to reduce their environmental impact.

Content 48 pieces.

CPQ 4 units

2/¾”
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32155   2-5 years

ECO Nuts&Bolts
A set of large nuts and bolts, with the three basic geometric shapes: circles, 
squares and triangles

UPC 8413082321550

Large Nut & Bolts to train logic skills
The best way to start to develop logic and mathematical skills, by playing. They are large 
enough and easy to grasp by children as small as two years old and makes them think how 
to properly combine shapes and colors.
It enhances manual dexterity and visual motor coordination
It helps children to enhance manual dexterity and visual motor coordination, by screwing 
and unscrewing them manually. 
Self-correction
The triangle does not fit with the square! Not all nuts and bolts can be fitted together. 
Children will explore, think, make mistakes and learn by doing! A perfect way to learn at 
their own pace.
Easy to keep clean
Dishwasher safe. 
Durable and highly resistant
With the same quality as other Miniland toys, they are made of partly eco-friendly materials 
to reduce their environmental impact.

Content  12 Nuts, 12 Bolts, 4 Activity sheets

CPQ 4 units

2/¾”
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32154   +18 months

ECO Minimobil 4¼” (5 units)
Set of 5 minimobils in 4¼”

UPC 8413082321543

32153   +18 months

ECO Minimobil 3½” (4 units)
Set of 4 minimobils in 3½”

UPC 8413082321536

Content  1 tipper truck, 1 crane, 1 formula, 1 car and 1 van.

CPQ 6 units | Size 4¼” 

Content  1 bus, 1 excavator, 1 minivan and 1 car.

CPQ 4 units | Size 3½”

ECO Minimobil
Learn by playing
These fun minimobils stimulate learning about the social environment and can serve as 
support in the first steps towards Road Safety Education.
minimobils vehicle sets strengthen eye-hand coordination skills and stimulate kids to 
understand cause and effect relationships as well as movement into different directions.
Designed for fun and built to last
A robust and durable design, with very safe non-removable wheels and high-strength axels.
A classic toy which never goes out of style!
Eco-friendly materials
Miniland’s classic Minimobils, now manufactured in eco-friendly materials to reduce their 
environmental impact.

4/⅔"

3 6
3



Miniland Educational Corporation
3325 NW 70th Avenue
Miami, FL 33122
sales@minilandeducational.com
1-877-363-6464
minilandeducationalusa.com

“The Multiplay Experience” is a project which has been co-financed with
European ERDF Founds 2014/2020

NOTICE At Miniland we are constantly working to improve our products, so we reserve the right to make 
minor modifications to the references set out in this catalogue, always for your benefit. As this is a paper-
based printing system, it is possible that the colours shown may change from the original product, but 
without this leading to any kind of misunderstanding. Thank you very much for understanding us!

European Regional Development Fund
EUROPEAN UNION


